
NORTHERN NEVADA WATER PLANNING COMMISSION 
MINUTES 

 
Wednesday, October 5, 2011 

 
The regular meeting of the Northern Nevada Water Planning Commission (“NNWPC”) was held on 
Wednesday, October 5, 2011 in the Washoe County Commission Chambers, 1001 East Ninth Street, 
Reno, Nevada. 
 
1. Roll Call and determination of presence of a quorum – Chairman Ball called the meeting to order 

at 1:33 p.m.  There was a quorum present.    
 
Voting Members Present: 
George W. Ball, Jr., Chairman  
Neil Krutz, Vice Chairman  
Michael DeMartini   
Rosemary Menard   
Darrin Price   
Jerry Schumacher  
Stan Shumaker 

Voting Members Absent: 
John Erwin 
John Flansberg   
Mickey Hazelwood 
John Jackson  
 

Non-Voting Members Present: 
 

Non-Voting Members Absent: 
John Bird 
Mark Clarkson 
Harry Fahnestock 
Kelvin Hickenbottom  
My-Linh Nguyen 
 

  
Staff Members Present: 
Jim Smitherman 
Chris Wessel 
June Davis 
John Rhodes, Legal Counsel 
 

 

2. Public Comments. 
Chairman Ball called for public comments and hearing none, closed the public comment period. 
 
3. Approval of the agenda  
Commissioner Price made a motion to approve the October 5 meeting agenda as posted.  Commissioner 
Menard seconded the motion, which carried unanimously. 
 
4. Approval of minutes from the September 7, 2011 meeting. 
Commissioner Price made a motion to approve the minutes as submitted.  Commissioner Krutz seconded 
the motion, which carried unanimously.   
 
5. Report on pilot test of advanced oxidation processes for treatment of effluent at the Reno-Stead 

Water Reclamation Facility, and the Indirect Potable Reuse workshop held on August 10, 2011, 
and possible direction to staff, Michael Drinkwater, City of Reno.   

Chairman Ball invited Michael Drinkwater to present this item.  Mr. Drinkwater thanked the NNWPC 
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for inviting him.  He stated that the NNWPC approved $23,000 to fund a workshop at which Stantec 
Consulting presented the results of the 2008-2010 Advanced Oxidation Pilot Test to the Nevada Division 
of Environmental Protection (NDE) and other stakeholders.  He stated that the workshop was well 
attended.  He explained that in the North Valleys, the City of Reno is discharge limited in terms of 
wastewater, which was the driver behind the pilot test.   
 
Mr. Drinkwater referred to a PowerPoint presentation (available on file) with the following highlights: 
 

 Indirect potable reuse (IPR) – the intent is to treat the wastewater to a high level and then inject it 
back into the ground and allow it to move through the soil where in the future it could be 
extracted and used as potable water 

 Treatment options for IPR include: 
o Reverse Osmosis (RO), which is used in Orange County, California – RO does not treat 

contaminants; it concentrates them in a brine stream that must be disposed of, which is 
not possible in the North Valleys 

o Ozone-Biologically Active Carbon Filtration (O3-BAC) – This method was selected for 
the pilot test for the North Valleys because it actually treats the contaminants 

o Soil-Aquifer Treatment (SAT), which was not conducive in the North Valleys due to the 
soil 

 Pilot testing was performed within 490 different parameters on three main sampling events at the 
Reno-Stead Water Reclamation Facility (RSWRF) 

o A summary of the results was presented.  Mr. Drinkwater stated that the final report 
would be available on October 7.  He explained some of the results of the treatment of 
the constituents, which showed positive results. 

 
Commissioner Menard asked where the samples were taken.  Mr. Drinkwater stated they  
were taken from the side stream from the secondary clarifier.   
 
Mr. Drinkwater reported that qualitatively most of the detected contaminants were below 
detection limits after undergoing the O3-BAC treatment.  
 

 Bromate, which is a non-carcinogen, spiked in the summertime, which was mitigated with 
peroxide and seasonal ammonia. 

 Some contaminants were created in the ozone reaction but were removed by the end of the BAC 
process. 

 Total organic carbon (TOC) would be a next step to address – Dr. Doug Drury, Southern Nevada 
Water Authority (SNWA) expressed concern over the TOC once the water goes into the aquifer 
and environment.  He stated that it was outside the scope of this project; however, it needs to be 
addressed. 

 Ultraviolet (UV) transmittance was above the 90% level in the case that a final polishing 
disinfection step was required. 

 The BAC process was as equally effective as the RO process used in Orange County. 
o BAC does not remove total dissolved solids (TDS) – RO does; however, it is not an issue 

at RSWRF based on discharge limits 
o Effluent corrosivity was unchanged with BAC – RO scours a large number of the ions 

out of the water, which results in a highly aggressive water to be returned to the 
environment.  RO has a higher probability of leaching subsurface soil constituents, such 
as arsenic.   

 The BAC process had almost 100% removal of flame retardant, which was equal to or better than 
the RO process. 
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 TOC is a concern and states around the country that are investigating the BAC process are 
implementing or looking to implement rules to address the TOC in the effluent.  He stated that 
some states have already implemented regulations. 

 Sustainability and energy consumption 
 Mr. Drinkwater summarized that the BAC process can remove constituents to the same level as 

RO without the brine stream at a lower energy cost, which was the intent. 
 Further research is needed on the outcome of water that has been injected into the soil (which is 

based on regulatory changes). 
o The TOC impacts on receiving aquifer water quality need to be evaluated. 

 
Mr. Drinkwater reported that NDEP had substantial representation at the workshop.  No specificity was 
provided on moving forward although representatives seemed suitably impressed with the process and 
roughly acknowledged that the process is equivalent to RO.  Mr. Drinkwater stated that the 
recommendation to NDEP was not to “marry” into the project but to allow the situation in the North 
Valleys.  He added that the intention of Water Pollution Control is unknown as to the speed they wish to 
go.   
 
Mr. Drinkwater stated that based on the slowed economic conditions, RSWRF and the City of Reno have 
some breathing room, which was not the case a few years ago for the North Valleys.   
 
Commissioner Menard referred to TOC and asked if the issue is that TOC is a precursor in the formation 
of disinfection byproducts.  Mr. Drinkwater stated that it is a driver but another reason might be that TOC 
is used to feed the microbes on the biological carbon so if it is subsequently injected into the aquifer, it is 
unknown what life it will support that is not currently supported.  Commissioner Menard stated that the 
TOC comes with the influent water and asked if there is a different signature between the amount of TOC 
in surface water versus ground water.  Mr. Drinkwater stated there is a difference.  He added that by 
injecting the water underground, the conditions would change and the question is, what would result. 
 
Commissioner Menard asked if the situation would be different if Fish Springs water were used as a 
source water to RSWRF.  Mr. Drinkwater stated that perhaps it would although he believes we are talking 
about anthropogenic TOC (i.e. pharmaceuticals).   
 
Chairman Ball stated he had a speaker request card from John Enloe and invited him to speak.  Mr. Enloe, 
Stantec Consulting, commended the City of Reno and the leadership role they played throughout the 
project.  He stated that the results from the investigation are going nationwide and beyond.  He added that 
the process is different from RO but he thinks the findings have caught the attention of the industry.  He 
stated that the WateReuse Federation and others are seriously considering the process. 
 
Mr. Enloe stated that Stantec is part of a project in Southern Nevada (teamed with Carollo Engineers) for 
the Searchlight Water Resource Center.  He explained that the project was to involve an evaluation of 
treatment technologies, including BAC, and the development of a larger-scale pilot program (~100 
gallons per minute) that would actually treat the water and inject it into the groundwater table and recover 
it.  He stated it would have been the “next step” to this process; however, two weeks ago the Center 
stopped work on the effort primarily because there are not enough drivers pushing the project at this time.   
 
Mr. Enloe stated that the project was postponed indefinitely, so at this point, no one is working on the 
next step.  He reiterated Mr. Drinkwater’s comment that the NDEP process would take years to not only 
allow for groundwater injection and recovery but possibly at some point to go to the concept of IPR.  He 
reiterated that it would take years to get to an implementation stage and someone needs to continue the 
effort.  He added that the City of Reno invested millions of dollars to get the evaluation to this point.  He 
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stated that it would be a shame to see the report sit on a shelf and not be carried forward when ten years 
from now (or hopefully sooner) the economy turns around and there is a need resulting in a “mad 
scramble”.   
 
Mr. Enloe explained that he is aware that most of the entities are short on funding; however, another 
possibility would be the Bureau of Reclamation (BOR) grants.  He encouraged the NNWPC and the 
municipalities to continue the effort over the next few years because it will be required for water 
resources in the region at some point.   
 
Commissioner DeMartini referred to Mr. Drinkwater’s report that TDS coming into the plant is currently 
at 395 and asked if that is expected to change based on importation of water and possibly be too high to 
warrant BAC treatment.  Mr. Drinkwater stated possibly although he is unaware of the chemistry of the 
Fish Springs water, which would be the likely candidate if source water were to change.  He added that if 
that were the case, an additional treatment step would be needed, which could include side streaming 
water into a smaller scale RO plant (specifically designed to remove solids).  Commissioner DeMartini 
stated perhaps Mr. Enloe has information on the Fish Springs water.  Mr. Enloe stated that the TDS of the 
Fish Springs water is approximately 180 to 200 milligrams per liter (mg/L), compared to about 100 for 
Truckee Meadows Water Authority (TMWA).  He added that the drinking water standard for Nevada is 
1,000 mg/L.   
 
Commissioner DeMartini asked if there would be an increase in contaminants in the sludge.  Mr. 
Drinkwater stated there would not be an increase because under the BAC process, the contaminants are 
actually degraded during the ozonation process and then used for energy.   
 
Chairman Ball referred to the “contaminants of emerging concern” and asked for clarification that it 
references pharmaceuticals and personal care products.  Mr. Drinkwater stated it does and added that they 
are also referred to as micro-constituents, micro-contaminants or emerging contaminants.   
 
Chairman Ball mentioned Mr. Enloe’s comment related to continuation of the project and asked if 
someone, such as the pharmaceutical industry, might participate in funding.  He stated he would think 
they would have a vested interest in participating in development of a process that shows the feasibility of 
addressing the products being discharged into the wastewater stream of the nation.  Mr. Drinkwater said 
yes, and reiterated that some states have similarly functioning projects.  He added that Cliff Lawson, 
NDEP, and he spoke about the issue and stated that some rural counties have expressed interest.   
 
Mr. Drinkwater explained that the intent of the pilot test was to see what could physically be done.  He 
stated that the next step would be for NDEP to dictate what has to be done.  He reiterated that a driver is 
needed to force the other half of the project.  He agreed with Mr. Enloe’s comment that although growth 
in the North Valleys has flattened, the project is not something that can be built and implemented in 18 
months.  He added that we need to be in front of the growth when it picks up.  He stated that there is also 
a public relations component associated with the project related to what the possibilities and hopes are, as 
well as an opportunity for the public to voice concerns.   
 
Chairman Ball stated that he assumed the WateReuse Federation would be a driving force behind the 
movement to improve water quality based on the emerging contaminants.  Mr. Drinkwater stated that they 
are one of the lead organizations with the intent to expand the ability to treat and reuse wastewater.  He 
added that treating wastewater to the level of potable water would be the best reuse. 
 
Jim Smitherman asked when the final report is expected.  Mr. Drinkwater stated that the final report 
would be available on October 7.  Mr. Smitherman agreed to post the report on the NNWPC website, 
along with the PowerPoint presentation from Stantec that was presented at the workshop. 
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Chairman Ball thanked Mr. Drinkwater and Mr. Enloe and commended them on the work done. 
 
6. Discussion and possible recommendation to the Western Regional Water Commission 

("WRWC") to approve a Second Amendment to the Agreement for Legal Services for the 
WRWC and the NNWPC, to extend the term of the Agreement and provide for an additional 
reduction in attorney compensation, Jim Smitherman, NNWPC Water Resources Program 
Manager, and John Rhodes, Legal Counsel.  

Chairman Ball invited Mr. Smitherman to present this item.  Mr. Smitherman stated that the intent of this 
item is to receive approval to recommend approval of Mr. Rhodes’ amendment by the WRWC.  He added 
that his recommendation is for a three-year amendment, which could be terminated earlier by either party 
if desired.  He stated that the amendment includes a 10% reduction in compensation that was proposed by 
Mr. Rhodes.  He summarized that other than the cost savings, the contract is the same. 
 
Mr. Rhodes stated that he has enjoyed representing the NNWPC and WRWC for the last three years and 
the Regional Water Planning Commission prior to that.  He added that he believes he has been available, 
accessible and responsive during that time.   
 
Commissioner Menard made a motion to recommend to the WRWC that the WRWC approve the Second 
Amendment to the Agreement for Legal Services, for the WRWC and the NNWPC, with Rhodes Law 
Offices, Ltd.  Commissioner Price seconded the motion.  Chairman Ball stated he has been part of the 
water planning commission since 1995 and Mr. Rhodes has provided legal services for most of those 
years with no issues related to Mr. Rhodes’ performance or capabilities.  
 
Chairman Ball called for a vote on the motion, which carried unanimously.  Members thanked Mr. 
Rhodes for his service.    
 
7. Update on the Truckee Meadows Regional Planning Agency’s Regional Data Development 

project, and possible direction to staff, Jim Smitherman.  
Chairman Ball referred to the staff report and the comment that “…as much as 60 percent of the WRWC 
Program Manager’s time in Fiscal Years 2011-2012 and 2012-2013” and asked Mr. Smitherman if that 
places a burden on him or staff.  He asked Mr. Smitherman to address the issue in his presentation. 
 
Commissioner Menard stated that the allocation of Mr. Smitherman’s time was part of the last approved 
budget.  She clarified that the recommendation was based on the recognition that the Regional Water Plan 
update was almost finished with the next update due in five years.  She stated that the work being done by 
Mr. Smitherman will create tools that will be helpful in the next Plan update.  She explained that Mr. 
Smitherman’s work is in relation to scenario planning, i.e. examining the consequences of growth in 
different areas in terms of financial costs and other issues.  She summarized that she believes the work 
Mr. Smitherman is performing for Truckee Meadows Regional Planning Agency (TMRPA) is linked with 
the work he does for the WRWC and NNWPC.   
 
Chairman Ball thanked Commissioner Menard for her comments and added that it does alleviate his 
concerns over the time allocation.   
 
Mr. Smitherman agreed with Ms. Menard’s comments and explained that he is closer to spending 40% 
(two days per week) of his time on TMRPA work as opposed to 60%.  He added that the intensity might 
change during some periods but it is working well.   
 
Mr. Smitherman reported that he continues to work with the utilities to refine the development suitability 
factors to be input into the model.  He added that he has worked with County engineers on South Truckee 
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Meadows and the North Valleys.  He stated that in addition to examining the proximity of parcels to the 
existing infrastructure, they are also considering the capacity of the infrastructure.  He added that resource 
availability would be a model parameter, including availability of water rights and disposal capacity.  He 
stated that one of the more difficult parameters to quantify is “owner intent”; i.e. some developers do not 
plan to develop for a long time or those that are intended to move forward quickly.   
 
Mr. Smitherman reported that he also worked on a housing and urban development (HUD) Sustainable 
Communities grant application.  He stated that the application packet was being finalized today with the 
submittal deadline being October 6.  He explained that the grant is for $1.9 million.  He added that 
TMRPA submitted an application the previous year but was turned down, although this year they are 
more hopeful.  He explained that a consortium of local staff representatives assisted in the process.  He 
stated that he would take the lead for the consortium if the grant is received.   
 
Commissioner Price asked what the grant match would be.  Mr. Smitherman stated that the contract 
approved by the WRWC would provide some of the non-federal match and he did not believe that his in-
kind staff time would be required.  He added that he believes the non-federal match is 20%, which would 
be met with TMRPA and WRWC funding, as well as Regional Transportation Commission (RTC).  
Commissioner Price asked if RTC has committed to funding and if the funding is in actual money.  Mr. 
Smitherman stated he would ask TMRPA and report back at the next meeting. 
 
Commissioner Price asked whom the peer review team includes.  Mr. Smitherman stated that it includes 
Winston and Associates (Boulder, CO) and ECON Northwest (Portland, OR).  He added that each brings 
something different to the table.  He explained that Winston and Associates provides a broad-based 
application of models similar to the one being developed and ECON Northwest is more focused on the 
economic side of the model. 
 
Commissioner Price mentioned the comment that the model runs were to be conducted in October and 
asked if that deadline is still on track.  Mr. Smitherman clarified that model runs would be conducted 
October through December with a deadline of the end of the year.  Commissioner Price asked about the 
timelines for the tasks upon which Mr. Smitherman is currently working.  Mr. Smitherman offered the 
following timelines: 

 Assist in development of the population and employment model – a workshop is scheduled for 
the following week. 

 Help TMRPA staff to understand the linkages between future land development and planning for 
water and wastewater infrastructure – ongoing 

 HUD grant application – submittal due October 6 
 
Mr. Smitherman stated that work would continue.  Commissioner Price stated that the NNWPC 
recommended to the WRWC approval of partnering with TMRPA and stated he thought that TMRPA had 
four employees at the time and asked how many they have currently.  Mr. Smitherman stated that Peter 
Gower would be leaving at the end of the month.  He reviewed the current staff positions and stated that 
TMRPA would continue to provide the leadership role and his role would be specific to the elements 
listed in the scope of work. 
 
Chairman Ball asked if the $1.9 million grant is secured, what the matching funding requirement would 
be.  Mr. Smitherman reiterated that he believed it was 20%.  Chairman Ball asked if the grant is received 
would the funding from the WRWC be decreased.  Mr. Smitherman stated it would not; the money was 
allocated to match the grant.   
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8. Update on WRWC and NNWPC website features, and possible direction to staff, Chris Wessel, 
NNWPC Water Management Planner  

Chairman Ball invited Chris Wessel to present this item.  Mr. Wessel reported that the website address is 
www.nnwpc.us.  He accessed the website for members to view.  He showed some of the features, 
including a link to Washoe County Television (WCTV) Live, which shows live coverage of meetings.  He 
referred to features including: 

 Meeting agendas, minutes, packet items and anything distributed at the meeting – He showed 
how to access items that are hyperlinked to the agenda 

o Any item with a plus (+) sign can be clicked on in order to access more information. 
 Documents in the Document Library, which are searchable by text, hydrobasin, topic, date, 

author, etc.  
o The updated Regional Water Management Plan is now available, including all figures 

and appendices. 
o All WRWC funded studies and reports will be available on the website. 
o Currently there are approximately 400 to 500 documents available.   

 Links to Planning, Water Purveyors, Wastewater and Reclaimed Water Providers, Truckee River, 
Related Water Agencies, and WRWC and NNWPC Sponsored or Supported Programs 

 
Mr. Wessel invited questions or comments from commissioners.  
 
Commissioner Price commended Mr. Wessel on the website and stated that the search capability in the 
Documents Library is fantastic.  He asked if further funding would be necessary for the website.  Mr. 
Wessel stated that the majority of the cost has been spent; however, there would be maintenance and 
technical services required to administer the website.  He reported that the search engine was provided by 
Knowledge Tree, which is an open source database.  He added that the University uses the program and 
provided assistance with the website.   
 
Mr. Smitherman thanked Mr. Wessel and June Davis for their work on the website and keeping it up to 
date.  
 
Mr. Rhodes referred to the WCTV Live feature and asked if past NNWPC meetings are available via 
streaming video or archived videos.  Mr. Wessel stated that live streaming is available; however the 
archive function is not available at this time because the current contract does not include that component.  
He added that City of Sparks does provide that archive feature so the past WRWC meetings are available.  
Mr. Rhodes stated he finds the archive feature useful.  Mr. Wessel agreed and added that it could be 
considered in the future.  Chairman Ball suggested that Mr. Wessel explore the possibility and report 
back. 
 
Chairman Ball thanked Mr. Wessel and commended him for his work on the website.  
 
9. Program Manager’s Report 

a. Status report of projects and Work Plan supported by the Regional Water Management 
Fund 

b. Financial report on the Regional Water Management Fund 
c. Informational report from the NNWPC representative on the Truckee Meadows Water 

Authority Standing Advisory Committee (“TMWA SAC”) 
Mr. Smitherman reported that the items included in the agenda packet are provided as informational 
items.  He addressed Commissioner Price’s previous comment regarding consolidation efforts and stated 
that TMWA and Department of Water Resources (DWR) have completed their five year financial 
projections and submitted them to a third party reviewer.  He stated that results of the review should be 
available in a month or two, at which time a better timeline can be estimated.   
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Commissioner Price referred to the “Status Report of Projects and Work Plan Supported by the Regional 
Water Management Fund (RWMF)”, line items 11 and 12 in the amounts of $550,000 and $300,000, both 
of which are noted with “Not Applicable (N/A)” in the column “Approved by Water Planning 
Commission” and asked why.  Mr. Smitherman stated that the amounts were recommended as part of the 
WRWC budget.  Commissioner Price stated that he remembers the WRWC voting on the issue of 
reimbursing both utilities for their consolidation efforts.  Mr. Smitherman stated that the N/A is based on 
the funding not coming before the NNWPC as individual items but rather being approved as part of the 
budget.  Commissioner Price stated that was not his recollection; he remembered it being a specific 
agenda item and asked Mr. Smitherman to check into the issue.   
 
Commissioner Price explained that his concern is that consolidation efforts could drag on for a few more 
years and “we are already at a million dollars”.   He stated that he is not even aware of what the funding 
covered, i.e. staff or consultants.  Mr. Smitherman explained that the funding covered staff time and 
consultants.  He added that if invoice amounts exceed $25,000, they require approval by the WRWC; 
however, to date they have not met that threshold.  He explained that the invoices received from TMWA 
and DWR exceed $1 million.  Commissioner Price stated that his concern is that more than $1 million has 
been spent but the NNWPC has not seen an invoice.  Mr. Smitherman explained that funding from the 
RWMF would not exceed the budget amounts and added that TMWA and DWR are expending their own 
funds as well.    
 
Commissioner Price asked Commissioner Menard if changes would occur regarding consolidation based 
on DWR “going away”.  Commissioner Menard stated it would not change anything.  She added that a 
policy initiative by the County to consolidate the two organizations would not change because DWR 
would continue to have its own funding source (the enterprise fund) regardless of departmental 
consolidation.  She added that Building and Safety is also an enterprise fund, as is part of Public Works.  
She stated that the consolidated departments would still have separate funding sources but would operate 
under one umbrella.   
 
Chairman Ball thanked Commissioner Price for his comments and stated that he had the same questions 
about the amount spent.  He requested a breakdown of the expenditures by staff hours, consultants or 
other expenses.  Mr. Smitherman offered to provide a summary.   
 
Chairman Ball stated he did not know if it was appropriate for discussion under this item but requested 
information on the County’s departmental consolidation and how it would relate to the utilities 
consolidating.  Commissioner Menard offered to provide information under Commission Comments.  
 
Commissioner Price asked Mr. Wessel if he expects further spending for the website.  Mr. Wessel stated 
that he thinks funds remain from the budgeted $10,000.  He added that the initial costs were larger than 
anticipated based on the need to purchase new servers even though the County got a good deal. 
 
Commissioner Price asked Commissioner Menard if she attended the TMWA SAC meeting, which she 
did not.  She stated that she was aware that TMWA was requesting a rate increase and suggested 
referencing the TMWA website for more information.   
 
10. Discussion regarding agenda items for the November 2, 2011, NNWPC meeting, and other 

future meetings, and possible direction to staff, Jim Smitherman.  
Mr. Smitherman reported that items for the October NNWPC meeting include: 

 Update from Nevada Landscape Association on the Certified Landscape Technician program and 
request for additional funding 

 Status update on Truckee Meadows Water Authority (TMWA)’s Water Usage Program – 
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possibly in November or December 
 Report on the Regional Transportation Commission (RTC)’s SouthEast Connector Project – to be 

presented by Garth Oksol, RTC Project Manager 
 Review and possible approval of a scope of work for Septic Tanks and Groundwater Quality in an 

amount not to exceed $25,000 
 Program Manager’s Report 
 

11. Commission Comments. 
Commissioner Menard referred to recent media reports and explained that five County departments 
(Public Works, Parks & Open Space, Building & Safety, Community Development and Water Resources) 
would be merging into one department.  She added that she was selected to head the combined 
departments, which will be named the Neighborhood Services Agency (NSA).  She reiterated that she 
does not see any impact on the consolidation of TMWA and DWR.  She stated that the estimated stand up 
date is April 2012.  She added that currently approximately 365 employees would be affected; however, 
after voluntary separations, the number would be closer to 320.   
 
Commissioner Menard stated that based on her new role and duties, she would designate John Buzzone to 
replace her on the NNWPC. 
 
12. Staff Comments. 
None 
 
13. Public Comments. 
Chairman Ball called for public comments and hearing none, closed the public comment period. 
 
14. Adjournment. 
With no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 2:57 p.m. 
 
Respectfully submitted by, 
 
Niki Linn, Recording Secretary 
 
Approved by Commission in session on________________ 2011. 
 
 
____________________________ 
George W. Ball, Jr., Chairman  
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